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ABSTRACT
In the frame of the JUICE mission, preliminary studies of the Jupiter’s icy moons, such as Ganymede and Europa, are mandatory.
The present paper aims at characterizing the impact of the solar UV flux and its variability on their atmospheres. The solar UV
radiation is responsible for the photoionization, photodissociation, and photoexcitation processes within planetary atmospheres.
A 1-D photoabsorption model has been developed for different observational geometries, on the basis of a neutral atmospheric
model. Considering various production and loss mechanisms but also the transport of oxygen atoms, we estimate the red and
green line emissions from photo impact-induced excitation only. These dayglow emissions can represent few percent of the global
airglow emission, mainly dominated by electron-induced excitation in auroral regions. For limb viewing conditions, red line emission is bright enough to be detected from actual spectrometers, from 338 R to 408 R according to the solar activity. This is also
the case for the green line with 8 R at limb viewing. Considering a different neutral atmosphere model, with an O2 column density
50% more important, leads to a 14% increase in the red line emissions for limb viewing close to the surface. This difference could
be important enough to infer which neutral model is the most likely. However, uncertainties on the solar UV flux might also prevent to constrain the O2 column density when using ground-based observations in the visible only. The impact of solar flares on
the red line emissions for Europa has also been investigated within a planetary space weather context.
Key words. Jovian moons – Aeronomy – Airglow – UV flux – Solar activity

1. Introduction and motivations
Planetary space weather is currently an area of high scientific
interest (Lilensten et al. 2014), especially in the frame of the
exploration of planetary environments such as the Jovian icy
moons. In the frame of the JUICE (JUpiter ICy moons
Explorer) mission, studies of such objects are of particular
importance especially to plan instrument performances
(Grasset et al. 2013). The scientific incentive for the JUICE
mission is to study not only Jupiter, but also Europa and Ganymede, which are the archetype of icy moons. Both planetary
objects are of particular interest for their potential habitability.
This concept refers to whether environmental conditions are
available that could support life and does not relate to whatever
life presently exists or has existed on those worlds. JUICE will
address this question not only by constraining the volume of
water in the Jovian system, but also by realizing an inventory
of elements on the surfaces as well as in the atmospheres of the
icy moons. The need for accurate space weather studies of the
exospheric variability regarding these two moons is therefore
reinforced. An important challenge is thus to find the relevant
observable quantities to characterize the space weather variations. In this paper, special focus will be given to the various
emission and quenching processes within Ganymede’s and
Europa’s atmospheres, regarding different levels of solar activity. As outcomes, several key physical parameters, namely
atmospheric emissions from the visible spectral range, will
be estimated.
The tenuous atmospheres of both icy moons are examples
of surface-bounded atmospheres. Observations, combined with

numerous models of the neutral atmospheres for Europa and
Ganymede, give valuable information about the complexity
of such surface-bounded atmospheres. While Ganymede and
Europa share similar characteristics, each of them has its
own specific features. Observations from the Hubble Space
Telescope (HST) have confirmed the presence of an O2 atmosphere for both icy moons (Hall et al. 1998). The ionosphere
has been detected by in-situ observations by Galileo (Gurnett
et al. 1996; Kliore et al. 1997). The surface of both moons is
widely covered by water ice (Calvin et al. 1995). The main
processes responsible for the formation of such exospheres
are direct sputtering by heavy ions (e.g. S+) located within
Jupiter’s strong magnetic field as measured by Galileo
(Paranicas et al. 1999). This leads to the release of water molecules which can subsequently get radiolytically dissociated by
sputtering resulting in the formation of new molecules (e.g. O2,
H2), finally ejected from the surface into the exosphere. At
Ganymede, sublimation of water molecules has an equivalent
contribution to the exosphere generation for equatorial regions
where the temperature of the surface is of about 150 K. The
solar UV flux also contributes to the exosphere generation
through the Photon Stimulated Desorption mechanism, but
with an efficiency lower than that due to sputtering about 1.5
orders of magnitude (Plainaki et al. 2010). Based on these
physical processes, numerical models show that the exospheres
are mainly dominated by O2 and H2 for Europa (Shematovich
et al. 2005; Smyth & Marconi 2006; Plainaki et al. 2013) with
an O2/H2O ratio of about 15 at 0.04 RE and for polar region for
Ganymede (Marconi 2007; Turc et al. 2014) with an O2/H2O
ratio of about 130 at 0.04 RG. For equatorial regions at
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Ganymede, Marconi (2007) proposed an H2O- and H2-dominated
atmosphere with a very low density of O2 (with an O2/H2O ratio
of about 104 at 0.04 RG). Recent numerical models by Plainaki
et al. (2015) suggest however an O2 atmosphere more homogeneous for both polar and equatorial regions within the first
100 km from the surface: the O2 density is up to two orders of
magnitude higher than the ones for polar regions derived from
Marconi (2007) and Turc et al. (2014) at 0.05 RG. The water is
still the dominant atmospheric species for equatorial regions at
Ganymede. This discrepancy is explained by taking the multiple
bouncing of the released O2 molecules into account (see e.g.
Cassidy et al. 2007). At higher altitudes, however, an inhomogeneous atmosphere is still expected following the inhomogeneity
in the surface release, the sublimation being an efficient process
at the equator. More detailed observations of Europa’s and
Ganymede’s environment are thus needed in order to provide
more accurate atmospheric models.
Ganymede is also unique for its intrinsic magnetic field
with a dipole configuration (Kivelson et al. 1996). Interaction
with the Jupiter magnetic field leads to open field lines in the
polar regions, and closed ones for latitudes below 45. Precipitating electrons along the open field lines have an impact on
the atmospheric O2, which in turn leads to auroral emissions
in the UV as observed by the Hubble Space Telescope (HST;
Hall et al. 1998; Feldman et al. 2000; McGrath et al. 2013).
The observations of the auroral ovals as observed in the UV
might also be used to characterize the subsurface ocean (Saur
et al. 2015). Numerous modeling studies have showed that
electron impact is the dominant dissociation mechanism of
O2 (Saur et al. 1998; Eviatar et al. 2001; Payan et al. 2015),
leading to the generation of atomic oxygen in the O(5S) and
O(3S) states which produce subsequently emission in the UV
at 135.6 and 130.4 nm, respectively.
Observations of emissions in the visible are also good
parameters for determining the different energetic inputs
coming in upper planetary atmospheres, i.e. solar UV photons
and precipitating particles, with the green (557.7 nm) and reddoublet (630, 636.4 nm) lines coming from the deactivation of
oxygen atoms in the O(1S) and O(1D) states, respectively.
These two visible lines have been indeed largely observed in
the case of the Earth (see e.g. Witasse et al. 1999;
Thirupathaiah & Singh 2014). More generally, these emissions
are direct signatures of the presence of oxygen-bearing atmospheric species, such as O2 or H2O. Regarding Europa and
Ganymede, observations of visible emissions are rather scarce.
For Europa, observations in the visible have been reported by
Porco et al. (2003): using the ISS narrow angle camera onboard
Cassini with a broadband filter (200–1050 nm), emissions with
a peak brightness of about 10 kR, with noise of the order of
5 kR, have been observed. Cassidy et al. (2008) have attributed
these emissions majorly to the electron impact-induced excitation of sodium leading to emissions at 589 nm (Na(2S)-Na(2P)
transition). The contribution of oxygen atoms to these visible
emissions, including the red and green lines, is deduced to
be limited with brightness values of about 100 R, and mostly
at 777.4 nm and 844.6 nm from O(5P)-O(5S) and O(3P)O(3S) transitions, respectively. Moreover, no emissions have
been reported for Ganymede during the same Cassini observation campaigns. The relative importance of photochemical processes compared to electronic impact processes on the visible
dayglow emissions has never been properly estimated for
Europa and Ganymede. Electron impact is the dominant dissociation mechanism, but photodissociation is an important loss
process and an important supply of oxygen to the neutral torus,

potentially including oxygen atoms in the O(1S) and O(1D)
states, as discussed by Shematovich et al. (2005).
Observations of these visible emissions can help to constrain neutral atmospheric profiles. However, limb in-situ
observations from an orbiter are necessary for measuring the
green and red-doublet emissions. Earth-based observations
provide only limited ability (e.g. with HST observations; Roth
et al. 2014) to look at the vertical profile of the different volatile species of Europa and Ganymede or at the variation with
latitude. Indeed, Earth-based observations suffer from too
much scattered light. The first motivation of this paper is to
provide some emission predictions to support Europa and
Ganymede observations in the frame of the JUICE mission,
by considering the photo impact-induced excitation only.
In a more general space weather frame, the second motivation is following Barthelemy & Cessateur (2014) studies on the
solar UV flux accuracy to demonstrate on a case study, i.e.
Europa and Ganymede, how the knowledge of the solar UV
flux is of primary importance regarding the visible red and
green dayglow emission estimations especially in the case of
solar eruptive events. Since those estimations are directly
linked to both the neutral atmospheric model of the planetary
object and the solar UV flux, a flawed knowledge of the last
one leads to an important uncertainty in the deduced atmospheric compositions. Adding to this, estimations of photochemical processes are relevant in the framework of the
JUICE mission to properly disentangle the origin of potential
detection of red and green line emissions.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the photolysis model within Europa’s atmosphere is discussed, using two
different solar activity levels as well as different observational
geometries. In Section 3, dayglow emission for the red and
green lines will be estimated based on several production
and loss mechanisms of the atomic O(1D) and O(1S) states
and by taking the transport of neutral oxygen atoms into
account. The term dayglow is rather ambiguous since it can
refer to the atmospheric emissions due to both solar UV photons and particle precipitations. In this paper, we consider the
term dayglow referring to atmospheric emissions from photo
impact-induced only. In Section 4, estimations of the red and
green line dayglow for Ganymede will also be presented.
Dayglow emission for Ganymede will be compared to
auroral emissions in order to estimate the contribution of
photon-induced to electron-induced emissions in Section 5.
The importance of the chosen solar UV flux for dayglow
modeling is discussed in Section 6, and a summary is given
in Section 7.
2. Photolysis in Europa’s atmosphere
2.1. Neutral atmospheric models

Two neutral atmospheric models will be used throughout this
paper, the model of Smyth & Marconi (2006) and the one of
Shematovich et al. (2005) (hereafter named Models 1 and 2,
respectively):
– Model 1 from Smyth & Marconi (2006) is a two-dimensional kinetic model providing the density profiles for
the water group species (H2O, OH, O2, O, H2, and H).
Europa’s atmosphere is globally dominated by O2 at lower
altitudes, and by H2 at higher altitudes, as illustrated in
Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Radial density profiles for the water group species of Europa’s atmosphere of Smyth & Marconi (2006) (thick lines) and of
Shematovich et al. (2005) (dotted lines).

– Model 2 is taken from Shematovich et al. (2005), who proposed a series of 1-D collisional kinetic models which differ in the initial O2 and H2 source rates and loss processes
considered. Among these different models, we choose
Model F, in which the O2 surface source rate depends only
on sputtering processes, while the H2O surface source rate
depends both on sputtering and sublimation processes
(with a surface temperature of about 100 K).
The key difference between these two neutral atmospheric
models lies in the O2 and O vertical profiles. In terms of column density, Model 2 has greater values compared to Model 1
with an increase of about 50% and 290%, respectively. This O2
enrichment takes place for altitudes below 50 km. Model 2
does not provide the density profiles for H2 and H. Comparison
between atmospheric models will thus be performed when
focusing on the processes involving O2 and O, namely dayglow
emission of atomic oxygen (see Sect. 3.3). The column
densities estimated on the basis of Models 1 and 2 are also
shown in Table 1. Let us also note that these column densities
are higher compared to the ones presented by Smyth &
Marconi (2006) and Shematovich et al. (2005). For numerical
reasons, both atmospheric models have been interpolated till
the ground, which leads to an increase in the column density
values. It is important to mention that the following results
regarding both photoionization and photoexcitation processes
within Europa’s atmosphere are only related to the column
density values provided in Table 1, and not to the values
provided by Smyth & Marconi (2006) and Shematovich
et al. (2005).
2.2. Atmospheric response to solar UV flux

Four different cases with the geometries shown in Figure 2 are
considered, where a spherical symmetry regarding the atmosphere is assumed. Case 1 represents the spacecraft above
the equator looking to the nadir with a zero solar zenith angle.
Case 2 corresponds to a nadir view at a latitude of 82. Cases 3
and 4 simulate the observation of an orbiter which would look
10 km and 100 km above the surface of the planet, respectively. The line of sight crosses the whole atmosphere from
beginning to end, with the closest altitude regarding Europa’s
surface being 10 km and 100 km. A line of sight abscissa is
defined as the distance from the tangent point along the line
of sight. The top of the atmosphere, closer to the observing

Table 1. Column density (in cm2) for the considered species based
on both neutral atmospheric models.
Species
O2
H2
H2O
OH
O
H

Model 1 (Smyth &
Marconi 2006)
6.2 · 1014
7.4 · 1013
5.5 · 1012
2.03 · 1011
1.14 · 1012
6.99 · 1010

Model 2 (Shematovich
et al. 2005)
9.48 · 1014
–
5.48 · 1012
8.96 · 1010
4.48 · 1012
–

orbiter, is 2022 km (1920 km in case 4) and 2022 km (resp.
1920 km) for the farther point (corresponding to an altitude
of 1000 km relative to Europa’s surface). The atmosphere has
been projected along the line of sight. The altitude regarding
Europa’s surface is calculated for each point of the line of
sight, and the corresponding atmosphere is attributed.
Photoionization processes mainly involve the extreme UV
(EUV, 10–121 nm), while photoexcitation and photodissociation processes involve the far UV (FUV, 122–200 nm) and
middle UV (MUV, 200–300 nm). The solar UV flux as measured by recent space missions will be first used in order to
estimate dayglow emission. Two different solar activities are
considered, a moderate one (F10.7 = 83) and a strong one
(F10.7 = 195). The data in the 27–115 nm range is measured
by the EUV Grating Spectrograph (EGS), which is part of the
Solar Extreme Ultraviolet Experiment (SEE) onboard TIMED
(Woods et al. 2005). The 115–250 nm range is covered by the
SOLar Stellar Irradiance Comparison Experiment (SOLSTICE) instrument onboard the SOLar Radiation and Climate
Experiment (SORCE; Rottman 2005). Data in the 1–27 nm
range come from the XUV Photometer System (XPS) instrument onboard SORCE, measuring the irradiance with several
large passbands. The measurements are then processed with
an algorithm using CHIANTI spectral models (Woods et al.
2008). A composite spectrum, with 1-nm bin resolution, is
used, based on the observations of those three instruments.
As those missions are Earth-located, a simple dilution
law (r12 ) is used to estimate the flux at the Jovian system.
In Section 6, different values for the solar UV fluxes will be
used for inferring the sensibility of the respective upper atmospheric emissions.
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Fig. 2. Modeling geometries. Cases 1 and 2 correspond to a nadir view for both equatorial and polar regions at noon. Cases 3 and 4 correspond
to a limb view, with the closest altitude to Europa’s surface being, respectively, 10 and 100 km.The red lines illustrate the line of sight within
the atmosphere.

Fig. 3. Photochemical production rates for all ions species and the
electron production rate for nadir viewing at the equator (case 1) for
high solar activity.

For modeling the atmospheric response to the solar UV
flux, a Beer-Lambert law is considered. The solar UV flux at
each altitude z, F(k, z), is computed within the Europa’s atmosphere, such as:
F ðk; zÞ ¼ F 1 ðkÞestot ;

ð1Þ

where F1 represents the flux at the top of the atmosphere,
i.e. the incoming solar UV flux, and stot represents the optical
depth, computed from:
Z 1
X
stot ¼
rktot ðkÞ
nk ðz0 Þdz0 ;
ð2Þ
k

rktot

z

where
are the wavelength-dependent total photoabsorption cross-sections for the six species, indexed k. nk is the
neutral density at altitude z for each species k. These values
are taken from the neutral atmospheric model.
The partial photoionization and photoexcitation crosssections (rka ) for several states (indexed a) are considered to
+
þ
calculate ion production rates (for H2O+, OH+, Oþ
2 , O , H2 ,
+
and H ), the electron production rate and production rates

Fig. 4. Photochemical production rates for all ions species and the
photo-electron production rate for limb viewing (case 3) for high
solar activity. The left y-axis corresponds to the line of sight
abscissa, and the right y-axis indicates the corresponding altitude.

for different atomic oxygen states (such as O(3P), O(1D), and
O(1S)). The production rate, P ak , is computed as follows:
Z
a
nk ðzÞrka ðkÞF ðk; zÞdk:
ð3Þ
P k ðzÞ ¼
k

The total and partial photoabsorption cross-sections used
throughout this study have been summarized by Cessateur
et al. (2012a).
2.3. Photoionization

The results of the photoionization in case 1 for a high solar
activity (F10.7 = 195) are displayed in Figure 3. Very similar
profiles have been obtained for case 2, with nadir observations
at 82, despite a different geometry. In both cases 1 and 2, the
maximum of ionization occurs at the surface, with an electron
production rate of about 8.6 cm3 s1. The predominant photochemically produced ion in this region is Oþ
2 , whereas at
higher altitudes (above roughly 250 km), it becomes Hþ
2.
Figure 4 displays the results of the photoionization in
case 3, also for a high solar activity. The electron and ion
productions are maximal where the atmosphere is the densest,
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Table 2. Thermal electron density (column density in cm2)
integrated along the line of sight using the atmospheric model 1 for
the four different cases and for two different solar activities.
Solar activity
(F10.7)
83
195

Total thermal electron density,
or TEC (cm2)
5.29 · 1010
6.49 · 1010

Case 2

83
195

5.24 · 1010
6.44 · 1010

Case 3

83
195

4.89 · 1011
6.04 · 1011

Case 4

83
195

1.63 · 1011
1.66 · 1011

Case 1

(a)

(b)
i.e. at 10 km above the surface, with an electron production
rate of about 6.1 cm3 s1. The profiles look symmetric
because the extinction is very small since Europa’s atmosphere
is very thin. However, the electron production is different at the
entrance (at 2022 km) compared to the exit (2022 km) by
about 18%. Similar profiles have been obtained for case 4,
but with significant lower photochemical production rates. At
100 km above the surface, the electron production rate reaches
0.17 cm3 s1.
From the electron production rate, the thermal electron
population within Europa’s atmosphere can be estimated. In
order to retrieve the electron density from the production rate,
a steady state has been assumed, where production mechanisms are equivalent to loss mechanisms. According to
Figures 3 and 4, there are two dominant ions with Oþ
2 and
,
regardless
of
the
altitude.
The
following
loss
reactions
Hþ
2
þ


Hþ
2 þ eth ! 2H, and O2 þ eth ! 2O are taken into account,
with coefficient rates of 2.3 · 107 (300/Te)0.4 cm3 s1 and
2 · 107 (300/Te)0.7 cm3 s1, respectively (Florescu-Mitchell
& Mitchell 2006). Te represents the temperature of thermalized
electrons. These reactions are known as the principal means of
ion recombination within ionospheres (Banks & Kockarts
1973) and are more likely to occur than the simple recombination reaction (resulting in H2 and O2). The electron temperature is necessarily larger than or equal to the neutral
temperature. As an approximation, the same temperature, as
for H2 provided by Smyth & Marconi (2006), of about
1000 K is considered. Table 2 summarizes the integrated electron densities (or column densities) along the line of sight,
obtained with this rather simple chemical model. However,
these values represent some lower limits, since neither electron
precipitation, ion-neutral charge exchange, nor secondary photoionization within Europa’s atmosphere has been considered.
Some other loss processes should also be taken into account
such as ion escape. However, Cessateur et al. (2012a) have
applied the same model to estimate the electron density within
Ganymede’s atmosphere. The fact that a good agreement with
in-situ measurements performed by Galileo (Gurnett et al.
1996) was found in that paper provides evidence for the validity of the applied methodological approach. The solar activity
over the 11-year cycle leads to a total thermal electron density
variability of 23% for cases 1–3, while it is only 2% for case 4.
2.4. Photodissociation and photoexcitation

Excitation production rates for several states of the atomic oxygen are now computed, namely the O(3P), O(1D), and O(1S), in

Fig. 5. Photochemical production rates of O(1D) and O(1S) from
neutral species for equatorial viewing in case 1 (a) and limb viewing
in case 3 (b), for high solar activity.

the same way as for the photoionization. Those results are
displayed for cases 1 and 3 in Figure 5, for high solar activity.
Profiles for case 2 are very similar to case 1. In case 4, similar
profiles to case 3 have been calculated but with significant lower
production rates. While the O(3P) production rate maximum is
32 cm3 s1 for case 3, it is only 0.8 cm3 s1 for case 4.
As for photoionization processes, atomic oxygen production
rates maximize where the atmosphere is densest, i.e. close to
the ground. For case 1, our model suggests a ratio of about
0.20 and 1.2 · 103 for O(1D)/O(3P) and O(1S)/O(3P), respectively. Similar values have been obtained for all other cases.
3. Dayglow emission modeling
From these previous results, estimation of the dayglow emission for several spectral lines can be made. Model 1 (i.e. Smyth
& Marconi 2006) is first used for estimating dayglow emission.
Comparisons between atmospheric models will be performed
in Section 3.3. Two line emissions are of interest here: the radiative transition from O(1D) to O(3P), which is responsible for
the formation of the red line emission at 630 nm and the deactivation of the O(1S) state leading to the green line emission at
557.7 nm. Both emission measurements are of primary importance since the green to red lines ratio is commonly used for
determining the abundances of CO and CO2 relative to the
H2O abundance in planetary and cometary atmospheres.
Cessateur et al. (2012a) have shown that emission from the
deactivation of OH(A2 R+) to OH(X2 P) is very small in the
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Table 3. Production and loss reactions of O(1D) and O(1S).

a

Ratea

Reaction
(H2O, OH, O2, O) + hv ! (O(1D), O(1S))

1
1
3
Oþ
2 þ eth ! ðOð DÞ; Oð SÞÞ þ Oð PÞ

Model
2 · 107 (300/Te)0.7

Reference
This work
Florescu-Mitchell & Mitchell (2006)

(1) O(1D) + O2 ! O(3P) + O2
(2) O(1D) + O ! O(3P) + O(3P)
3

(3) O(1D) + e
th ! O( P) + eth
1
(4) O( D) + H2O ! OH + OH
(5) O(1D) ! O(3P) + hv (630 nm)
(6) O(1D) ! O(3P) + hv (634.4 nm)
(7) O(1S) ! O(1D) + hv (557.7 nm)
(8) O(1S) ! O(3P) + hv (297.7 nm)
(9) O(1S) + O2 ! O(3P) + O2
(10) O(1S) + H2O ! OH + OH

k1 = 3.2 · 1011
k2 = 2.5 · 1011
k3 = 8.3 · 1010
k4 = 2.2 · 1010
A1 = 6.478 · 103
A2 = 2.097 · 103
A3 = 1.26
A4 = 0.134
k5 = 3.2 · 1013
k6 = 3 · 1010

Atkinson et al. (2004)
Kalogerakis et al. (2009)
Pavlov et al. (1999)
Schmidt et al. (1988)
Fischer & Tachiev (2004)
Fischer & Tachiev (2004)
Wiese et al. (1996)
Slanger et al. (2006)
Stuhl & Welge (1969)
Zipf (1969)

Units are cm3 s1 for two-body reactions, s1 for photolysis reactions and Ai are in s1.

case of Ganymede. Since the H2O and O2 vertical density profiles are of the same order of magnitude within Europa’s atmosphere, these emissions will not be computed here.

increase the H2O and H2O+ concentrations (Roth et al.
2014). The deactivation of O(1S) by radiative decay at
557.7 nm leads also to the production of the O(1D) state
(see reaction (7)).

3.1. O(1D) and O(1S) emission lines
3.1.2. Loss mechanisms of O(1D) and O(1S)

In order to compute aeronomic emissions, Cessateur et al.
(2012a) assumed that radiative transition was the most effective way to deactivate excited species. Therefore different other
loss mechanisms have been neglected. Several possible production and loss mechanisms for O(1D) and O(1S) have been
identified by many studies (see e.g. Thirupathaiah & Singh
2014). In this current paper, significant chemical reactions
are considered in order to provide accurate dayglow emission
estimates. For the case of Europa’s atmosphere, the different
loss mechanisms as well as the production mechanisms are
summarized in Table 3. The values of the rate constants and
transition probabilities are also listed.
3.1.1. Production mechanisms of O(1D) and O(1S)

The photoexcitation of the water group species (PPE) is an
important production pathway of the atomic O(1D) and
O(1S) states. Figure 5 provides the radial profile of the total
production rates for O(1D) and O(1S). The production rates
here only include the impact of the solar UV flux on the water
group species excluding other known processes. The dissociative recombination, (PDR), of Oþ
2 is also considered, i.e.,


3
Oþ
2 þ eth ! O þ Oð PÞ;

*

1

1

5

ð4Þ

where O = O( D), O( S), and O( S). This reaction is generally an important source of atomic oxygen emissions (Banks
& Kockarts 1973), and in particular for Europa (Nagy et al.
1998). The electrons involved in this reaction are mostly
thermalized. As an approximation, a steady state is considered, where production and loss terms for the Oþ
2 ion are supfor
several
orbital
posed to be equal. Production rates of Oþ
2
configurations have been previously computed (see Figs. 3
and 4). The branching ratio for inferring the proportion of
O(1D), O(1S), and O(3P) resulting from the dissociative
recombination is provided by Kella et al. (1997). This allows
us to derive the atmospheric emissions. Dissociative recombination of H2O+ is neglected in the case of Europa, since the
global water concentration considered here with Models 1
and 2 is particularly low. However, the existence of plumes
in Europa as recently observed with HST could locally

Several significant chemical reactions and radiative transitions
are taken into account as loss mechanisms of O(1D) and O(1S),
listed as reactions (1)–(10) in Table 3. For reactions (1), (2),
and (4), the concentration profiles for O2, O, and H2O are taken
from the Europa’s atmospheric model (see Fig. 1). The thermal
electronic density for reaction (3) is deduced from the thermal
electronic production rate computed in the previous
Section 2.3. Figure 6 displays the different loss rates for the
O(1D) state, for cases 3 and 4. Starting with case 3, the collisional quenching of the excited oxygen atoms by O2 is a very
effective loss process for altitudes lower than 80 km. The loss
rate reaches 5.6 · 103 s1 close to the ground. The collisional quenching by H2O shall also be considered but plays
a minor role here with a loss rate of about 1.6 · 104 s1 close
to the ground. Regardless of the neutral and electronic temperatures, reactions (2) and (3) are not efficient for quenching the
produced O(1D) with maximal loss rate values of about
1.52 · 106 s1 and 5.2 · 106 s1, respectively. Above
80 km, loss processes are mainly dominated by radiative processes leading to the red line emission at 630 nm. For case 4,
with limb viewing 100 km above the surface, the O2 concentration is not high enough in order to allow collisional quenching to be an effective loss process. Along the line of sight for
case 4, deactivation of the O(1D) goes through the radiative
process with red line emission.
3.2. Red and green line dayglow emission estimations

In order to infer the red and green line emissions, the number
densities of O(1D) and O(1S) within Europa’s atmosphere have
first to be computed. To do so, we solve the continuity equation
for steady-state equations and spherical symmetry, such as

1 d  2
r N i vi ¼ P i  L i ;
ð5Þ
r2 dr
where Ni are the number densities for the excited atomic oxygen states, i.e. O(1D) and O(1S). Pi and Li are the production
and loss rates, respectively, as described in the previous
sections. The radial velocity profiles, vi, for neutral oxygen
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(a)

(b)
Fig. 7. O(1D) number densities from photo impact-induced excitation, with (red line) and without transport (black line) for case 2.

Table 4. Red and green line emissions in Rayleigh from photo
impact-induced excitation, using the atmospheric model 1 for the
four different cases and for two different solar activities.
Solar
(F10.7)
83
195

Activity O(1D-3P)
(redline)
28.5
34.6

O(1S-1D)
(greenline)
0.41
0.62

Case 2

83
195

28.3
34.2

0.41
0.61

Case 3

83
195

338.3
408.5

5.45
8

Case 4

83
195

46
55.6

0.3
0.32

Case 1
Fig. 6. Total loss rate for O(1D) for limb viewing at 10 km (a) and
100 km (b) above Europa’s surface in black. Partial loss rates for
radiative decay (in green thin line for reaction (5), in green dotted
line for reaction (6)), for collisions with O2 (in blue), and for
collisions with H2O (in red) are also indicated.

atoms have been taken from Shematovich et al. (2005):
below roughly 23 km, velocities are negative, i.e. the oxygen
atoms are precipitating toward the surface, with velocities of
around 100 m s1 at 10 km above the surface. For altitudes
above 23 km, velocities are positive, i.e. the oxygen atoms
are escaping. The transport will not impact the O(1S) density
because its lifetime is only 0.8 s. Oxygen atoms in the O(1D)
state with a lifetime of about 130 s, which represents a distance of 10–15 km at the considered velocity, will however
be impacted. The computed densities are displayed in
Figure 7 for case 2 (nadir viewing at 82). For the sake of
comparison, the number density of O(1D) without transport
is also represented.
The difference arising from the inclusion of the transport is
significant through the whole line of sight. The O(1D) number
density is divided by 2 for altitudes lower than 15 km. Indeed,
because of a high velocity, a large proportion of oxygen atoms
in the O(1D) state will impact the surface before radiating at
630 nm, which causes this depletion. As a boundary value,
the O(1D) number density is set to 0 at the surface. For altitudes above 100 km, where neutral oxygen atoms velocities
are positive, the number density is shifted toward higher altitudes. Around 23 km, the transition zone occurs where the
oxygen atoms have a mean velocity close to 0 which explains
the local increase of the density with values close to photochemical equilibrium conditions (i.e. without transport).
Generally, taking the transport into account leads to an

O(1D) depletion for altitudes below 50 km, and an O(1D)
enrichment for higher altitudes.
The red and green line emissions are directly deduced from
the number densities by multiplying Ni by the corresponding
Einstein transition probability, i.e. A1 and A3 for the red line
at 630 nm and the green line at 557 nm, respectively. The
results for Europa’s atmospheric emissions are summarized
for the different orbital configurations and for different solar
activities in Table 4. Similar values have been obtained for both
nadir cases from 28 R to 34 R according to the solar activity.
Let us precise that taking the transport into account leads to
an emission decrease of about 23% for nadir cases because
of the local depletion at lower altitudes and the loss by impact
with the surface. For the limb viewing case 3, values are considerably higher compared to cases 1 and 2 only because of the
longer line of sight within Europa’s atmosphere, from 338.3 R
to 408.5 R according to the solar activity. For case 3, taking the
transport into account leads to an emission decrease of about
30.8%. For case 4, at 100 km above the surface, the emissions
vary from 46 R to 55.6 R according to the solar activity. Red
line emissions in case 4 are increased by a factor of about
125% compared to calculations without transport, which is
explained by the O(1D) enrichment at high altitudes.
The Jovian system is undoubtedly affected by the solar
activity at any time scale (see Jackman & Arridge 2011).
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Table 5. Red line emissions in Rayleigh using the model of
Shematovich et al. (2005). Differences with the model of Smyth &
Marconi (2006) in brackets.
Solar (F10.7)
83
195

Activity O(1D-3P) (redline)
34.3 (+20.3%)
41.5 (+19.9%)

Case 3

83
195

385.9 (+13.9%)
465 (+14%)

Case 4

83
195

35.9 (–21.9%)
43.5 (–23.2%)

Case 1

Fig. 8. Total loss rate for O(1D) for limb viewing 10 km above
Europa’s surface in black, using the atmospheric model 2. Partial
loss rates for radiative decay (in green thin line for reaction (5), in
green dotted line for reaction (6)), for collisions with O2 (in blue)
and for collisions with H2O (in red) are also depicted.

Dayglow emissions are also impacted by the solar activity, but
the effect is not linear. Both quiet and active solar activity conditions have been tested with F10.7 equal to 83 and 195,
respectively. Dayglow emissions are increased by about 21%
for every case considered here in this study. Actual spectrometers are nowadays sensitive enough to be able to detect such
emissions for limb viewing (i.e. cases 3 and 4). Nadir cases
are however not suitable for observations because of the
reflected solar illumination on the surface. Therefore relative
density measurements can be skewed by up to 21% if solar
activity is neglected.
The green line emission at 577.7 nm is estimated in the
same way. The radiative decay is very high (A3 = 1.26 s1)
compared to the loss rate resulting from the collisional reactions (7.4 · 105 s1 and 2.72 · 107 s1 for reactions (9)
and (10), respectively, at the ground). In the case of Europa’s
atmosphere, radiative decay is the most effective way to deactivate the O(1S) state of the atomic oxygen, with a quenching
ratio of 0.9. The emissions by photo impact-induced excitation
only, summarized in Table 4, are small, with a maximum of
8 R in case of the limb viewing (case 3) for a high solar activity. For case 4, the green line is pretty weak, close to 0.3 R,
which might be difficult to detect. The green line emissions
from photo impact-induced excitation are weak and will be discarded in the following.
3.3. Comparison with other Europa atmospheric models

Observations of dayglow emissions represent valuable information in order to constrain atmospheric species densities for
planetary atmospheres. Dayglow emissions for the red and
green lines have been estimated using the neutral atmospheric
Model 1 (i.e. from Smyth & Marconi 2006). We consider from
now on Model 2. The concentration profiles of O2, O, H2O, and
OH have been displayed in Figure 1. As a reminder, there is a
ratio of about 1.5 and 4 for column densities of O2 and O,
respectively, between the two neutral atmospheric models.
Since H2 and H are not provided, the previous density profiles
from Model 1 are used. This will not affect our conclusions,
since these two species, especially H2, are more important
for the photoionization processes.
The loss rate using the atmospheric Model 2 is displayed in
Figure 8. The loss rate is dominated by collisional reaction

with O2 for altitudes lower than 30 km, and the maximal loss
rate is 1.7 · 102 s1 at 10 km above Europa’s surface. Above
30 km, radiative decay is the dominant loss reaction. Table 5
summarizes the red line emission obtained with the model of
Shematovich et al. (2005). Despite a higher loss rate, a 14%
increase of the red line emission is estimated for case 3. For
observations at the equator, estimations have been increased
of 20%. Red line emissions are not linearly dependent on the
O2 concentration, because of the loss processes involving O2.
However, an estimated 22–23% decrease of the red line emission is expected for case 4, for the limb viewing 100 km above
Europa’s surface. This result has to be related to the distribution along the altitude in O2 for both atmospheric models
(Fig. 1).
The difference in terms of aeronomic emission (+14% and
22% for cases 3 and 4, respectively) might be important
enough to infer an accurate estimation of the O2 and O concentrations within Europa’s atmosphere, providing a good knowledge of the solar UV flux, of the cross-section data, and of the
relative brightness and morphologically distinguishable measurements for disentangling electron-impact excited emissions.
Limb observations are clearly the best option for doing so,
since dayglow emission estimations are high enough to be
detected by actual onboard spectrometers. The signal will also
not be polluted by the solar reflection from the surface. However, as will be explained in Section 6, these results are
strongly dependent on the accuracy of the solar UV flux.
4. Ganymede’s dayglow emission
Since the Moons and Jupiter Imaging Spectrometer (MAJIS)
onboard JUICE will be devoted to the observations of both
Europa and Ganymede, proper comparisons should be performed (Grasset et al. 2013). As previously mentioned,
Cessateur et al. (2012a) already provided dayglow emission
for the red and green lines in the case of Ganymede, but only
for moderate solar activity (F10.7 = 82). However, neither the
collisional loss nor the transport of neutral oxygen has been
taken into account. Indeed, radiative decay was the only loss
mechanism considered. In the light of the presented model
for Europa, O(1D) loss through collision and transport cannot
be neglected, and we provide here more realistic emission estimates for red line emissions from photo impact-induced
excitation.
For the sake of comparison, the same orbital configurations
as for Europa are considered. Ganymede has, however, a different neutral atmosphere as modeled by numerous studies
(Marconi 2007; Turc et al. 2014; Plainaki et al. 2015) with
two distinguished regions: a polar one with an O2- and
H2-dominated atmosphere, and an equatorial one where H2O
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Table 6. Red line emission for Ganymede for cases 1–3 (in
Rayleigh).
Solar activity (F10.7)
83
195

This work
5.3
7.1

Case 2

83
195

20.6
25

Case 3

83
195

346.8
418.7

Case 1

to 418.7 R are estimated for solar UV photon impact-induced
excitation only, according to the solar activity.
Fig. 9. Total loss rate for O(1D) for the equator region of
Ganymede. Partial loss rates for radiative decay (in blue) and for
collision with H2O (in red) are also illustrated.

and H2 are the most predominant species. The same reactions
as listed in Table 3 for the production and loss mechanisms for
the polar region are considered. The same reactions can also be
applied to the equatorial region, but the dissociative recombination of H2O+ (H2O+ + e
th ! 2H + O) must be added. A
branching ratio of 0.35 for producing the O(1D) state from
the dissociative recombination has been measured by Rosen
et al. (2000). To take the transport into account, the mean
radial velocity for oxygen atoms as computed by Marconi
(2007) is considered. For polar regions at Ganymede, the radial
velocity profile is very similar to the one at Europa. For equatorial regions, however, oxygen atoms always have a negative
velocity, meaning that they are precipitating toward the surface. While the velocity is rather small (about 10 m s1) at
low altitudes, it reaches 900 m s1 above 400 km up to
1000 km.
The loss rates for Ganymede’s polar region are very similar
to the ones obtained for Europa (see Fig. 6). However, they are
different for the equatorial region since H2O is the most predominant species there. Collisional quenching of the O(1D)
state by H2O is the predominant loss reaction, especially for
altitudes lower than 150 km, with a loss rate of about
0.2 s1 at the ground. For higher altitudes, the radiative decay
of O(1D) is the most dominant loss process, as displayed in
Figure 9.
Red line emission can be estimated for several orbital configurations as summarized in Table 6. A direct comparison
with previous estimations from Cessateur et al. (2012a) is
not realistic since collisional quenching and transport were
not taken into account. For equatorial observations, red line
emissions are estimated from 5.3 R to 7.1 R when taking the
transport into account for the two solar activities which represents an emission increase of 40%, between moderate and high
solar activities. Photoexcitation of the H2O is dominated by the
solar Lyman a line, with roughly 70% of the produced O(1D)
state. The solar UV flux at this particular wavelength should be
known with great accuracy in order to constrain H2O density
profiles within Ganymede’s atmosphere at the equator when
derived from visible dayglow data. Values for the nadir configuration at high latitudes are higher, from 20.6 R to 25 R
depending on the solar activity which induced a variability
of about 20%. For a spacecraft looking at the limb, at 10 km
above Ganymede’s surface, red line emissions from 346.8 R

5. Limitation of our approach
Estimation of the red line emissions for Europa and Ganymede
constitutes in fact a degenerate case study. Indeed, additionally
to the solar UV flux impact, electron precipitation is expected
to play an important role in the production of the O(1D) oxygen state. All the previous results are obtained without considering this additional source and could be considered as
accurate in regions with no electron precipitations. As discussed previously, the relative importance of photochemical
processes compared to electronic impact processes in the visible dayglow emissions has never been estimated in the cases of
Europa and Ganymede. Electron impact, however, is considered to be the dominant dissociation mechanism and must be
taken into account for assessing the global red line emission
estimate for those moons. In order to assess the contribution
of the photo-induced emissions, we consider here the auroral
regions of Ganymede, which are then the most sensitive to
electron impact.
As for the impact of the solar UV flux, we consider an electron distribution (in energy) convolved with the appropriate
electron impact cross-section, as provided by the ATMOCIAD
database (Gronoff et al. 2012). A Beer-Lambert law has been
used (see Eqs. (1)–(3) in Sect. 2.2). This gives directly an estimate of the reaction rate associated to the electron impact reactions on O2, for a considered altitude in the atmosphere of the
moon. The resulting red line emission is integrated along the
line of sight. We consider here only case 2 for providing some
estimates in the case of auroral regions. Based on Galileo data,
we considered the electron distribution numerically described
from 100 eV to few keV (see Eq. (2) from Paranicas et al.
1999) in the case of Ganymede. The cross-section for the
O(1D) oxygen state production requires to extend the energy
range down to 2 eV. This is not necessary for the the O(3S)
and O(5S) states, respectively, leading to the UV emission at
130.4 and 135.6 nm since their electronic impact cross-section
cut-off energies are close to 100 eV. As reported by Paranicas
et al. (1999), there are some concerns about the electron distribution for lower energies.
Since electron densities depend on local plasma properties,
we use the UV emission at 135.6 nm as a proxy for evaluating
visible emissions. For auroral regions in the case of Ganymede,
UV emissions can reach from 50 to 300 R (see Fig. 3 from
Feldman et al. 2000). These latter values are thus used to calibrate our electron distribution. In the case of 300 R for the UV
emission, we estimate airlgow emission at 630 nm to be close
to 1 kR for the orbital configuration 2, i.e. a nadir observation
at high latitudes. In the previous section, we have estimated a
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Table 7. Emission estimates at 135.6 nm and 630 nm, in Rayleigh,
induced by electron impact for auroral regions at Ganymede (case
2) for an invariable neutral atmospheric model. The contribution (in
%) of the photo-induced emission, estimated at 25 R (see Table 6)
compared to the total emission at 630 nm, is also indicated.
O(5S-3P) (135.6 nm)
50
300

O(1D-3P) (630 nm)
200
1000

Table 8. Red line emission estimations for case 3, for several solar
flares events described by their dates and locations on the solar
surface as well as their power densities.
Events dates

Contribution (%)
11
2.4

January, 15th 2005
January, 20th 2005
October, 28th 2003
November, 4th 2003
F10.7 = 195

dayglow of 25 R for high solar conditions (see Table 6), which
represents 2.4% of the emission induced by electron impact
only. At high latitude, it is possible to find regions with emission around 50 R. It could mean less precipitating electrons or
a different atmospheric composition. As stated by Feldman
et al. (2000), various combinations of O2 column density and
electron temperature are indeed possible. If keeping the same
atmospheric model, the 630 nm emission induced by electron
impact represents 200 R. In this case, visible emissions from
photo-impact represent thus 11% in the case of Ganymede
(see Table 7). These estimations are valid only for auroral
regions in the case of Ganymede. In the case of Europa, we
can expect a similar photon/electron-induced excitation ratio
as a first approximation.

Class

X-1.2
X-7
X-17
X-17.4

Location
on solar
surface
Center
Limb
Center
Limb

Red line
emission (in
Rayleigh)
409.8
411.3
644.6
519

–

–

408.5

6. Discussions about the solar UV flux
The importance of an accurate knowledge of the solar UV flux
and its variability for space weather purposes has been previously debated (Lilensten et al. 2008; Barthelemy & Cessateur
2014). On the basis of several examples, we will show how
important an accurate knowledge of solar UV fluxes in terms
of dayglow emission modeling is, especially during solar eruptive events. For the particular case of icy satellites, these emissions are not only powerful tools for constraining planetary
atmospheres, but are also an important way to infer information regarding the interaction between the satellite and its environment. The impact of solar flares on Europa’s atmosphere
will first be discussed, for pointing out that Earth-based observations are not always a good solution in order to estimate the
solar UV flux throughout the heliosphere. We will discuss
some solar UV fluxes, defined as reference spectra, which lead
to different dayglow emission estimations.
6.1. Solar flare events

In the frame of planetary space weather, the impact of solar
flares on dayglow emissions is considered. During such events,
the solar flux can increase up to 1000% for the XUV part, up to
100% for the EUV spectral range between 20 and 120 nm, and
up to 10–30% for the FUV part between 120 and 200 nm.
Both photoionization and photoexcitation processes will thus
be directly affected. 4 X-class flares are taken into consideration here, listed in Table 8, for which the solar UV flux has
been actually measured by TIMED. Figure 10 displays the
solar UV flux for the X17 flare occurring on October, 28th
2003. This was one of the most powerful flares ever measured.
The solar UV flux for high solar activity (F10.7 = 195) is also
displayed for comparison. Earth-based observations are transposed at the Jovian system in order to take center-to-limb position effects into account of solar flares. It is quite well known
that flare locations on the solar surface play an important role

Fig. 10. Solar UV fluxes at the Jovian system, for the X17 flare
occurring on October, 28th 2003 (black curve), and for high solar
activity conditions (F10.7 = 195, red curve).

while looking at the impact on planetary atmospheres, especially in upper atmospheres (Qian et al. 2010). Considering
that Jupiter and Earth are very far from opposition at some
periods, such an extrapolation can generate some errors in
the solar flux estimation.
Since aeronomic emissions are the most important and not
polluted by solar reflection from the surface, only case 3 is
considered here. Model 1 as neutral atmosphere is used. Table 8
presents our results regarding the different X-class flares for
red line emission estimations. For the sake of comparison, estimation for a high level solar activity is also indicated. Not surprisingly, red line emissions increase when considering more
powerful flare events. However, there is no simple relationship
between the power density of flares and exospheric processes.
Two X-17 flares lead to different red line emission and TEC
values. Both flares are identical in terms of power density
but occur at different locations, one near the disk center and
the other near the limb as viewed from the Earth by TIMED.
Most emissions in the XUV part of the spectrum (k  20 nm)
are optically thin and not absorbed by the solar atmosphere,
while the EUV and FUV parts of the spectrum are optically
thick, which leads to a smaller radiation enhancement. Photoproduction of the O(1D) state from O2 is mainly induced by
solar UV photons from 115 nm to 177 nm which are effectively absorbed by the solar atmosphere.
This location effect and the associated radiative transfer
effect within the solar atmosphere are even more interesting
when considering two flares with different power densities
and locations. The X-1.2 flare located close to the disk center
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leads to red line emissions of 409.8 R. An X-7 flare (nearly
seven times more powerful in the x-ray domain) located near
the limb induces a red line emission of about 411.3 R. Flare
location is clearly an important factor in determining dayglow
emissions for planetary space weather purposes. Using Earthbased measurements for flare events would not be a solution,
especially when the Earth-Sun-Planet angle is too important.
In the case of planetary space weather, this present study
strongly outlines the need for distributed STEREO A & B like
platforms or in-situ observations of the solar UV flux during
flare events. For the X-17 solar flare, red line emissions for
case 3 are predicted to be of 644.6 R, which represents an
increased emission compared to quiet high solar conditions
by about 58%. The impact of the flare location is again nicely
illustrated with the X-17.4 solar flare with a red line estimation
of about 519 R, 20% less than the X-17 solar flare located at
the center of the Sun.
6.2. Modeling using reference spectra

Some reference spectra in the UV have been defined for aeronomic purposes. Two spectra, for moderate and high solar
activities, are used for inferring rate constants regarding photoabsorption processes for several species (Huebner et al. 1992).
Two more recent reference spectra have also been proposed for
aeronomic purposes, based on the result of the Atlas mission
(Thuillier et al. 2004) for two solar activities (F10.7 = 78
and F10.7 = 192). These two spectra will thus be used for
assessing dayglow emission, which will be compared to the
previous estimations obtained with recent measurements of
the solar UV flux. This comparison makes sense since solar
activity levels have been chosen to match the Atlas reference
spectra ones.
Using both neutral atmospheric models of Smyth &
Marconi (2006) (Model 1) and Shematovich et al. (2005)
(Model 2), Table 9 summarizes the estimated red line emissions for observations at the limb. Similar red line emission
estimations shall be expected when taking two solar fluxes representing the same level of solar activity into account. There is
surprisingly a difference of about 6%. For a high solar activity
level, red line emissions are quite variable, from 408.5 R to
433.1 R, in the case of the first neutral atmospheric model.
Such a discrepancy is obviously coming from differences
within the solar UV flux: the solar Lyman a line as well as
the continuum between 130 and 180 nm are more intense
within the Atlas spectrum compared to SORCE/SOLSTICE
and TIMED/SEE observations (with a ratio of about 1.12
and 1.02, respectively). Solar indices, such as the F10.7, used
here to compare the different solar UV fluxes, actually do not
reflect the level of variability in the UV particularly well
(Dudok de Wit et al. 2009). Some notable differences between
two solar fluxes could thus be expected, even for very similar
F10.7 values. Finally, EUV and FUV fluxes are measured for
two distinct solar cycles (cycle 22 for Atlas, cycle 23 for
TIMED and SORCE observations). Both solar cycles are quite
different in terms of irradiance amplitude which could lead to
differences within the solar UV flux (Ermolli et al. 2013).
The difference induced by the uncertainties in the solar UV
flux might have some implications in planetary atmosphere
modeling. Indeed, using two different solar UV fluxes for the
same solar conditions as characterized by F10.7 leads to a difference of 6–7% on the red line emission estimations. The difference arising from using two neutral density profile models
leads to an uncertainty of about 14% for limb observations

Table 9. Red line emission estimations (in Rayleigh) obtained with
the Atlas spectrum, compared to those obtained with SORCE and
TIMED observations for case 3.

Atlas 1
SORCE/TIMED (F10.7 = 195)

Model 1
433.1
408.5

Model 2
493.6
465

Atlas 3
SORCE/TIMED (F10.7 = 83)

361.5
338.3

412
385.9

(see Tables 5 and 9). When considering the solar UV flux
impact only, its uncertainties then lead to a difference which
is half as important compared to the difference induced by
the chosen atmospheric model. However, as a reminder, there
is a ratio of about 1.5 for the O2 column density between
Model 1 and Model 2ðN2O2 =N1O2 ¼ 1:5Þ. Let us consider now
a hypothetical model 3, i.e. an average profile O2 density
between Model 1 and Model 2, with a ratio of about 1.2 for
column
density
compared
to
model
the
O2
2ðN2O2 =N3O2 ¼ 1:2Þ. Red line emissions for limb observations
at 10 km above the surface are estimated at 389.6 R using
the Atlas 3 spectrum for Model 3. A difference of 1% then
arises between the red line estimation from Model 2 using
the solar UV flux from SORCE/TIMED (385.9 R) and Model
3 with the Atlas 3 spectrum (389.6 R). It would then be difficult to distinguish which O2 column density is the most likely
between Model 2 and Model 3 (difference of 20% for the O2
column density) based on our current knowledge of the solar
UV flux used as reference spectra.
In regard to our current knowledge of the atmospheric density of the Jovian moons, the uncertainties induced either by
the solar UV flux or by the considered atmospheric models
are minor (Eviatar et al. 2001; Plainaki et al. 2013, 2015).
However, regarding the future JUICE measurements it might
be virtually impossible to disentangle atmospheric model
errors, even for the regions with no electron precipitation, up
to roughly 20% for the O2 column density because of the solar
UV flux uncertainties. This will also necessitate an accurate
estimate of the emissions induced by particle precipitation. A
proper evaluation of the electron impact-induced excitation
leading to the red line emission will be evaluated in a
forthcoming paper, using a transport model within Europa
and Ganymede atmospheres.
Previous results suggest that we need accurate solar data,
and this for the whole EUV/FUV part of the spectrum. For
doing so, special efforts have to be made to assess the absolute
values of the solar UV flux along its intrinsic variability for
space weather purposes. Using reference spectra such as Atlas
is not a recommended solution as previously illustrated. One
other alternative would be to rely on solar UV models. Major
efforts have been done toward developing robust models, based
on solar proxies, such as the radio flux at 10.7 cm (F10.7)
(Tapping & Detracey 1990) or the MgII core-to-wing index
(Heath & Schlesinger 1986), which should assess the solar
UV flux variability. However, it has been largely argued that
no combination of existing indices can properly reconstruct
the solar EUV/FUV irradiance on all time scales (see e.g.
Dudok de Wit et al. 2009; Cessateur et al. 2011). This is quite
prejudicial for properly characterizing dayglow emissions as
previously seen, and more generally for retrieving upper atmosphere parameters (see e.g. Lilensten et al. 2007; Cessateur
et al. 2012a). There is then no better alternative than direct
measurements of the local solar UV flux in near-real time.
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We then advocate that any planetary missions should embark
on some instruments devoted to the characterization of the
solar UV flux. This would certainly remove one part of the
uncertainties within modeling processes. Cessateur et al.
(2012b) have proposed an instrumental concept, particularly
suited for planetary missions. With a low weight and using
radiation-hard materials, a radiometer composed of five spectral bands can provide the solar UV flux with great accuracy,
but for a non-flaring Sun. Further developments are clearly
needed for assessing the solar UV flux during flare events with
simple instruments such as radiometers. This instrument is suited not only in the case of a Jovian mission for assessing
Europa’s and Ganymede’s atmospheres, but clearly for all planetary missions, where dayglow emissions are measured.

7. Conclusions
We have explored in this paper the effects of the solar UV flux
and its variability on the dayglow of Europa and Ganymede.
The thermal electron population, as well as the photochemical
production rates along the atmosphere of different oxygen
states, namely O(3P), O(1D), and O(1S), are the outcomes of
the modeling. The continuity equation within the atmosphere
of both moons has been solved in order to calculate the number
densities of the excited states. Considering several orbital configurations, dayglow emission induced by solar UV photons
only has been subsequently estimated for the red and green
lines at 630 nm and 577.7 nm, respectively. Taking the velocity as modeled by Shematovich et al. (2005) and Marconi
(2007) into account, the transport is a critical process with a
significant impact on the radial distribution of O(1D). As orbital
configurations, we considered limb observations 10 km above
the surface, and red line emissions have been estimated around
400 R for high solar conditions, using the neutral atmospheric
model of Smyth & Marconi (2006). Those emissions, induced
by photo-impact only, are however a secondary process compared to electron-impact excitation and can contribute few percent of the total visible emission in auroral regions of Ganymede.
Using planetary atmospheric emissions for assessing both
atmospheric compositions and energetic inputs is a highly
degenerate case study, especially within regions where both
electron precipitation and the solar UV flux are responsible
for the dissociation and excitation of the neutral species.
A way to reduce the degeneracy of the system is then to separate electron and the solar UV flux problems. The importance
of an accurate knowledge of the solar UV flux and its variability for space weather purposes has also been discussed. The
impact of the solar flares on dayglow emission from Europa
has been explored for the first time. Location effects of solar
flares have been enlightened, which supports the idea that
in-situ observations of the solar UV flux are mandatory when
performing planetary space weather studies. Using reference
spectra might also lead to different dayglow emission estimations, compared to the ones obtained with recent solar UV
measurements for the same level of solar activity. This difference of about 6% might affect planetary atmosphere modeling.
For regions without electronic precipitation, this could also
prevent the discrimination of two distinctive neutral atmospheric models if their O2 column densities differ by roughly
20%, when only using red line emissions observations.
This present study makes sense when considering the
future JUICE mission outcomes. Indeed, in-situ measurement
will provide better neutral and electron atmospheric densities

and secondary processes as photo impact-induced ionization
and excitation could be of importance to correctly interpret
the data. In order to do so, a necessary step will be to disentangle the different contributions, electronic from photo processes.
Moreover, the variability of the solar UV flux, from quiet
conditions to transient events such as solar flares, can lead to
important red line emission variability at limb viewing.
The difference, induced by the solar UV flux, could impact
the resulting planetary atmosphere models, which outlines
the need for direct measurements of the solar UV flux.
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